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CERN LHC sensitivity to the resonance spectrum of a minimal strongly interacting electroweak
symmetry breaking sector
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We present a unified analysis of the two main production processes of vector boson pairs at the CERN LHC,

VV-fusion andqq̄ annihilation, in a minimal strongly interacting electroweak symmetry breaking sector. Using
a unitarized electroweak chiral Lagrangian formalism and modeling the finalVLVL strong rescattering effects

by a form factor, we describeqq̄ annihilation processes in terms of the two chiral parameters that govern
elasticVLVL scattering. Depending on the values of these two chiral parameters, the unitarized amplitudes may
present resonant enhancements in different angular momentum-isospin channels. Scanning this two parameter
space, we generate the general resonance spectrum of a minimal strongly interacting electroweak symmetry
breaking sector and determine the regions that can be probed at the CERN LHC.

PACS number~s!: 12.60.Fr, 12.39.Fe
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main goals of the CERN Large Hadron C
lider ~LHC! will be to bring some light on the symmetr
breaking sector~SBS! of electroweak~EW! interactions. In
spite of the impressive agreement of the present data with
standard model~SM! predictions, the origin of EW symme
try breaking remains unknown to a large extent. From dir
searches of the SM Higgs boson@1# we know that it has to be
heavier than 101 GeV~95% C.L.!, and the fit to EW data@2#
gives a 95 % C.L. upper bound of 230 GeV. Concern
alternative SBS scenarios, the EW precision measurem
disfavor the most simple technicolor model@3,4#, but the
data are compatible with a general class of strongly inter
ing SBS @5#. One of the most characteristic signals of th
type of models is the enhanced production of longitudi
vector boson pairs (VLVL) at high energy colliders@6#.

The electroweak chiral Lagrangian~EChL! @7# provides a
general way to describe the low energy effects of differ
strongly interacting SBS models, which are represented
different values of the effective chiral couplings. It is in
spired in the chiral Lagrangian description of low ener
pion dynamics in QCD@8,9#. However, the perturbative pre
dictions made with this effective Lagrangian can only d
scribe accurately EW physics at low energies. The reaso
that EW observables are given as a truncated series in p
ers of the external momenta and, therefore, they will alw
violate the unitarity bounds if we go to high enough ener
In particular, at LHC, the EChL amplitudes involving long
tudinal gauge bosons will violate unitarity for values of t
effective couplings in the expected range of 1022 to 1023.
Furthermore, these polynomials in the external momenta
not be able to reproduce the main feature of this type
models, that is, the poles associated to possible new h
resonances generated by the SBS dynamics.

The perturbative EChL predictions can be extended
high energy using unitarization methods@10#. The unitarized
amplitudes forVLVL production processes can also rep
duce a resonant behavior depending on the values of
0556-2821/2000/62~5!/055011~12!/$15.00 62 0550
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effective couplings. Since the effective couplings appear
in VV fusion are different from those inqq̄ annihilation,
these two processes will not show in general the same pa
of resonances for an arbitrary choice of the effective c
plings. However, given that the SBS interactions are stro
their dominant effects in both processes are due to the s
strongVLVL rescattering. Thus, using the unitarity relatio
betweenqq̄ annihilation andVLVL fusion, we describe in
this paper both processes only in terms of the two ch
parameters that govern elasticVLVL scattering.

We start giving in Sec. II a brief overview of the chira
Lagrangian description of EW interactions. We summar
the present experimental bounds on the chiral coefficie
and discuss which are the relevant ones for the present st
In Sec. III, we provide a unified unitarized description of t
two main VLVL production processes at the LHC, showin
the spectrum of resonances expected in different region
the two parameter space. In Sec. IV we apply these te
niques to study the effects of the scalar and vector re
nances of the SBS in the production ofZZ andWZ pairs at
the LHC. First, we briefly describe our calculation of th
signal and the main background reactions. In order to ob
conservative predictions, we will restrict our analysis to t
cleanest detection modes with the finalW andZ bosons de-
caying into leptons (e,m). Finally, in Sec. IV, we perform a
systematic study of the significance of the signals for b
vector and scalar resonances, and determine the region o
parameter space where these resonances can be probed
LHC. We give our conclusions in Sec. V.

II. CHIRAL LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION
OF ELECTROWEAK INTERACTIONS

In this work we study minimal strongly interacting sym
metry breaking sectors~MSISBS!, in which the global sym-
metry breaking patternSU(2)L3SU(2)R down to the cus-
todial SU(2)c symmetry is the smallest one ensuring@11#
thatr'11O(g2) @12#. The only light modes of the SBS ar
the three Goldstone bosons~GB! associated to this globa
©2000 The American Physical Society11-1
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symmetry breaking. The next physical states from the S
are expected to be heavy resonances at the TeV scale,
erated by the strong interaction dynamics. Since no a
tional Higgs field is included in this approach, the symme
has to be realized nonlinearly, with the three GB,va(x) with
a51,2,3, gathered in an SU~2! matrix

U~x!5 expS iva~x!ta

v D , ~1!
b
M

m
:
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whereta are the Pauli matrices andv5246 GeV.
The EW interactions at low energies can be well d

scribed by the electroweak chiral Lagrangian@7#, an effec-
tive field theory that couples the three GB to the gau
bosons and fermions in anSU(2)3U(1) invariant way.
This Lagrangian has a set of effective operators of increas
dimension that represent the low energy effects of the un
lying symmetry breaking dynamics. TheC and P invariant
bosonic operators up to dimension 4 are
LEChL5
v2

4
Tr DmU~DmU !†1a0

g82v2

4
@Tr~TVm!#21a1

igg8

2
BmnTr~TW mn!1a2

ig8

2
BmnTr~T@Vm,Vn#!

1a3gTr~Wmn@Vm,Vn#!1a4@Tr~VmVn!#21a5@Tr~VmVm!#21a6Tr~VmVn!Tr~TVm!Tr~TVn!1a7Tr~VmVm!

3@Tr~TVn!#21a8

g2

4
@Tr~TWmn!#21a9

g

2
Tr~TWmn!Tr~T@Vm,Vn#!1a10@Tr~TVm!Tr~TVn!#21e.o.m. terms

1standard YM terms ~2!
of
out
s it

in the
the

the
ce,
n
,

ing
where the ‘‘e.o.m’’ terms refer to other operators that can
removed using the equations of motion, the ‘‘standard Y
terms’’ stand for the gauge fixing and Faddeev-Popov ter
and we have defined the following combinations of fields

T[Ut3U†; Vm[~DmU !U† ~3!

and the covariant derivative and field strength tensors
given by

DmU[]mU2gWmU1g8UBm ,

Wm[
2 i

2
WW m•tW , Bm[

2 i

2
Bmt3,

Wmn[]mWn2]nWm2g@Wm ,Wn#,

Bmn[]mBn2]nBm . ~4!

The first term in Eq.~2! has the form of a gauged non-line
sigma model (NLsM) and is universal, giving the mass o
the W and Z bosons and the ‘‘low energy theorems’’ fo
longitudinal gauge boson scattering@13#. The other operators
have model-dependent effective couplingsai that play a
double role. First, six of them~from a0 to a5) are needed as
counterterms to cancel the divergences generated in a
loop calculation with the NLsM Lagrangian without a Higgs
boson. Note that these divergences are universal. There
after renormalization, these effective couplings will have
logarithmic dependence on the scale that is unive
@8,9,7,14#, and a finite piece that depends on the prescript
used to renormalize the NLsM divergences. In this work
we will use the modified minimal subtraction (MS) renor-
malization prescription for the effective couplingsai . Sec-
ond, theai coefficients parametrize the low energy effects
the underlying symmetry breaking dynamics. For some p
e

s,

re

e-

re,
a
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n

f
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ticular models of strong symmetry breaking, the values
these effective couplings can be calculated by integrating
the heavy degrees of freedom of the underlying theory, a
has been done for the SM with a heavy Higgs boson@14#. In
addition they have also been calculated in the largeNTC limit
of technicolor models@15#, as well as for chiral models
within the resonance saturation hypothesis@9,16,17#. In all
these cases, and for masses of the heavy resonances
TeV range, the typical size of these effective couplings in
MS scheme lies in the range 1022 to 1023.

The EChL formalism has been applied to constrain
effective couplings from EW low energy data. For instan
the couplingsa0 ,a1 and a8 contribute to the gauge boso
self energies up to orderq2 @18#, and are related to the T, S
and U parameters@3,14,19# as explained below. A one-loop
EChL calculation of the self-energy combinations enter
the definition of S, T and U gives

S5
4e2

a
@P338 ~0!2P3Q8 ~0!#

516p@2a1
MS~m!1~NLs M-loops!~m!#,

T5
e2

as2c2mZ
2 @P11~0!2P33~0!#

5
8p

c2
@a0

MS~m!1~NLs M-loops!~m!#,

U54
e2

a
@P118 ~0!2P338 ~0!#

516p@a81~NLs M-loops!#, ~5!
1-2
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where we have made explicit them-dependence of the effec
tive couplingsa0 anda1, and of the contributions from the
NLsM loops. Note that, once a renormalization prescript
is chosen (MS in our case!, the scale dependence of th
NLsM loops is canceled by the renormalized couplings,
that these self-energy combinations are scale and renor
ization prescription independent. Equations~5! provide the
value of the S,T,U self-energy combinations in a giv
model characterized by the values of thea0 ,a1 anda8 cou-
plings and, in particular, using the values calculated in@14#,
they give the SM predictions for a heavy Higgs boson. F
lowing the original paper by Peskin and Takeuchi@3#, we
now define DS,DT,DU as the differences between th
vacuum polarization effects in an underlying theory of E
symmetry breaking and those in the standard model wit
reference value of the Higgs boson massmH . We can then
use Eqs.~5! to evaluate both the contributions from the u
derlying theory and the SM~provided that a relatively high
Higgs boson reference massmH@MW is chosen!, and obtain

DS5S~ai !2SSM~mH!

516pF2a1
MS~m!1

1

12

5/62 logmH
2 /m2

16p2 G ,

DT5T~ai !2TSM~mH!

5
8p

c2 Fa0
MS~m!2

3

8

5/62 logmH
2 /m2

16p2 G ,

DU5U~ai !2USM~mH!516pa8 . ~6!

These expressions relate the measuredDS,DT,DU values
obtained from a fit of the Z-pole observables to the SM w
the reference valuemH with the chiral effective couplings o
the underlying theory. The latest fit@4# to EW data with
mH5300 GeV, gives

DS520.26614, DT520.11616, DU50.26624,
~7!

which imply the following bounds for the three chiral co
plings:

a0
MS~1 TeV!5~4.364.9!31023,

a1
MS~1TeV!5~6.862.8!31023,

a85~4.964.7!31023. ~8!

Similar bounds have been obtained in@5#, where a highermH
reference value has been used in the fit. These results d
vor the simplest models of strong SBS, like a heavy S
Higgs boson and rescaled-QCD technicolor models. Inde
it has been shown@3# that models with exact custodial sym
metry, a dominance of vector resonances, and whose un
lying SBS dynamics satisfies the Weinberg sum rules@20#,
give a negative contribution toa1 ~that is, a positive contri-
bution to S! that is clearly disfavored by the data. Howeve
05501
o
al-

l-

a

fa-

d,

er-

,

the effective couplings in Eq.~8! are perfectly compatible
with the general hypothesis of a strong SBS@5#, because
their values are in the expected range and no fine tunin
needed in order to fit the data. The open question is t
whether there is a model of underlying SBS dynamics t
can explain these values. In this work, we take a pheno
enological approach without making any assumption on
underlying theory, and investigate what can we expec
future colliders if the EChL couplings take natural values
the range 1022 to 1023.

At the CERNe1e2 LEP-II and Fermilab Tevatron, thre
more effective couplingsa2 ,a3 and a9 come into play,
through their contribution to the triple gauge boson vertic
A complete 1-loop EChL calculation@19# and a fit to the data
could place constraints on these new couplings, but
analysis has not been done so far. In spite of that, indi
bounds@21,22# of the order of 1021 for a2 ,a3 anda9 and in
the range of 1021 to 1022 for a4 ,a5 ,a6 ,a7 and a10 that
contribute to the quartic gauge boson vertices, can be
tained from the low energy data through their contribution
anomalous vertices in 1-loop calculations.

To summarize, the EW interactions in a MSISBS can
well described at low energy by the EChL, with a set
effective couplings taking values in the range of 1022 to
1023. The signals at low energy are expected to be sm
deviations in the EW observables, of a similar size to the E
radiative corrections.

Concerning the LHC, there are already studies of its s
sitivity to the W and Z interactions within the non-resonan
EChL approach@23,24#. Hence, they are limited to modera
energies, due to the breaking of unitarity already mention
in the Introduction. There is a general agreement that,
though the present bounds could be significantly improv
with these non-resonant studies the LHC would be har
sensitive to values of the chiral parameters down to the 123

level. Our aim in this work is to extend these studies
include resonances without leaving the EChL formalism.
the next generation of colliders, we will be probing theW
and Z interactions at TeV energies, where the longitudin
components of the weak bosons behave as their corresp
ing GB. Since the GB are modes of the SBS, their se
interactions are strong and it is reasonable to expect that
will dominate the standard EW corrections. This allows us
simplify further the description of the strong SBS effects
high energies.

First, since we are assuming that the SBS interacti
preserve the custodialSU(2)L1R symmetry, only those op-
erators that are custodial symmetric~once the gauge interac
tions are switched off! can be generated by pure strong i
teraction effects, and they are expected to be the rele
ones at high energy. These are the universal term and
operators corresponding to theai couplings with i 53,4,5.
The couplings of the custodial breaking operators should
generated with at least a partial contribution from theU(1)Y
gauge interaction or other sources of custodial breaking,
we are assuming to be subleading compared with the str
SBS dynamics.

It is possible to reduce further the number of operat
needed to describe the dominant effects of the strong S
1-3
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interactions at high energy colliders. If the strong SBS int
actions dominate the EW physics at high energy, the
reaction is the scattering of longitudinal vector bosons,
cause it can take place through a pure strong interaction
plitude. Then, if we know the scattering amplitudes of lo
gitudinal vector bosons in all the relevant channels, t
characterizes the main effects of the strong dynamics. In
ticular, the main corrections to the EW production ofVLVL
pairs will be due to their strong rescattering effects@25#, and
if inelastic channels are neglected, we can parametrize al
electroweakVLVL production mechanisms in terms of on
two effective couplings (a4 ,a5) that govern the elasticVLVL
amplitudes. We discuss in the next section how to make
parametrization in the unitarized-EChL formalism. Note th
for the rest of the paper we will drop theMS superscripts.

III. UNITARIZATION AND RESONANCES IN THE SBS

A. Elastic VLVL scattering

At high energies, the scattering amplitudes of longitudi
gauge bosons can be approximated by the corresponding
amplitudes using the equivalence theorem~ET! @6#. At first
sight, it may seem that the ET is incompatible with the use
the EChL, since the ET is valid only at energiesAs@MW
while the EChL is a low energy effective theory. Neverth
less, it has been shown@26# that there is still a window of
applicability for the ET together with EChL, valid at lowe
order in the weak couplings, and for small chiral paramet
However, in general, if we want to use the ET at energ
larger than, say, 1 TeV, it is essential that the theory resp
unitarity at high energies. This is an additional reason to
the unitarization methods that we discuss in this section.

The accuracy of the ET approximation was also studied
@27#, by comparing theVLVL scattering cross section calcu
lated at tree level with theLEChL, Eq.~2!, with and without
the ET. The difference between the EChL cross sections
culated with externalVL and those calculated with extern
GB’s was found to beO(1%) assoon asAs.500 GeV. If,
in addition, as in the present work, the GB cross sections
considered at lowest order on the weak couplings, i.e.,O(g0)
and O(g80) for this subprocess, the previous differen
amounts toO(10%) for the resonant channels, which are t
relevant ones here.

Customarily, GB elastic scattering is described in terms
partial wave amplitudes of definite angular momentum,J,
and weak isospin,I, associated to the custodialSU(2)L1R
group. With the EChL, these partial waves,t IJ are obtained
as an energy~or external momentum! expansion

t IJ~s!5t IJ
(2)~s!1t IJ

(4)~s!1O~s3!, ~9!

where the superscript refers to the corresponding powe
momenta. The explicit expressions for these GB amplitu
valid up toO(p4) are given in the Appendix@28#. As long as
we are working at lowest order in the weak coupling co
stants and we are assuming custodial symmetry in the S
these amplitudes only depend on the two parametersa4 and
a5.
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It is easy to check that the EChL amplitudes given in E
~9! and ~A1! do not satisfy the elastic unitarity condition

Im t IJ~s!5ut IJ~s!u2 ⇒ Im
1

t IJ~s!
521, ~10!

which is simply the partial wave version of the optical the
rem. However, they satisfy the following perturbative re
tion

Im t IJ
(4)~s!5ut IJ

(2)~s!u2 ~11!

Whereas this condition is approximately equivalent to
exact one for the relevant energies at LEP, SLC and Te
tron, that is definitely not the case in the TeV energy regi
In general, and for (a4 ,a5) parameters of a natural size
1022 to 1023, the unitarity violations cannot be ignored
energies beyond 1 TeV.

To solve this problem, we are going to unitarize the abo
amplitudes by means of the inverse amplitude method~IAM !
@29–31#. This method has given remarkable results desc
ing meson dynamics further beyond the perturbative regi
and reproducing the first resonances in eachI ,J channel up
to 1.2 GeV@31,32#. A simple way to understand the IAM is
to realize that, as indicated in Eq.~10!, the imaginary part of
the inverse elastic amplitude is known exactly at all energ
As a consequence, any unitary elastic amplitude has to
isfy

1

t IJ~s!
5Re

1

t IJ~s!
2 i ⇒ t IJ~s!5

1

Ret IJ
21~s!2 i

. ~12!

Hence, we only need the EChL to approximate the real p
of the inverse amplitude. Formally:

Ret IJ
215~ t IJ

(2)!21@12Ret IJ
(4)/t IJ

(2)1•••#. ~13!

Then, using Eq.~11! we arrive at the final expression for th
unitary amplitudes

t IJ~s!5
t IJ
(2)~s!

12t IJ
(4)~s!/t IJ

(2)~s!
~14!

which are theO(p4) IAM partial waves that respect stric
elastic unitarity at all energies. Note that the low-energy c
ral prediction, Eq.~9!, is recovered if we re-expand Eq.~14!
in powers ofs, so that we have not spoiled the good featu
of the EChL.

Concerning resonances, although in our derivation of
~14! we have used Eq.~10! which only holds for physical
values ofs, the very same unitarized amplitudes can be o
tained using dispersion theory@31#, thus justifying the exten-
sion of Eq.~14! to the complex plane. In particular, it can b
shown that Eq.~14! has the proper analytical structure wi
the right cuts. In addition, for certain values of the chir
coefficients, the partial waves from Eq.~14! can have poles
in the second Riemann sheet, which can be interpreted
dynamically generated resonances. Thus within this EC
1IAM formalism one can describe resonances without
1-4
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creasing the number of parameters and, at the same
respecting chiral symmetry and unitarity at all energies.

Note, however, that since the IAM atO(p4) can only
generate one pair of conjugated poles in the comples
plane, we can only reproduce one resonance per cha
Hence, when we identify poles with resonances, we are
plicitly assuming that the values ofa4 and a5 describe the
GB interactions due to the low energy tail of these re
nances. The saturation of the chiral parameters by the li
est resonance multiplets, is usually known as the resona
saturation hypothesis@9,16#, and the better known stron
scenarios are indeed of this type.

Furthermore, non-resonant channels can also be wel
produced, since in this case, the IAM poles will appear
energies so high that the low energy regions look n
resonant. Although the IAM formula still yields poles, the
are beyond the applicability limits, where other effects th
we are neglecting here can come into play, and we are
allowed to interpret them as resonances.

B. Unitarization of qq̄\VLVL .

In order to study the LHC sensitivity to the different res
nant scenarios viaVLVL production, it is essential to includ
theqq̄ annihilation process. By means of the ET, this proc
can be estimated fromqq̄→vv. Let us recall that the cou
plings of GB to quarks are proportional to their mass. The
fore, as far as the initial quarks are essentially massless
qq̄→zz amplitude is negligible, and will be ignored. In ad
dition, the only relevant contribution toqq̄8→wz comes
from the s-channel, where a quark and an anti-quark ann
late producing anW which gives thewz GB pair. After this
initial weak process, we expect that the final state will
scatter strongly. In practice, such aW→wz interaction can
be described with a vector form factor,FV(s), by replacingg
by gFV(s) ~similarly to what happens for the pion form fac
tor!. Due to gauge invariance,FV(0)51.

The low energy EChL prediction for the form factor
given as a series expansion

FV~s!511FV
(2)~s!1••• . ~15!

The explicit EChL expression ofFV
(2)(s) is given in the Ap-

pendix, but at this moment it is important to note that
depends on the chiral parametera3, thus introducing anothe
undetermined constant in the analysis.

Since we are only considering strong rescattering effe
the exact two body unitarity condition for the form fact
reads

Im FV~s!5FV~s!t11* ~s!. ~16!

Note that, according to our assumption that the strong S
interaction preserves custodial symmetry, and due to the
that in the final state there are two bosons, there are o
three possible (I ,J) elastic scattering channels, name
(0,0),(1,1) and (2,0)~as it happens also in pion scattering
05501
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the isospin limit!. Consequently, for the vector form facto
which hasJ51, the final state can only rescatter in the (1,
channel.

As in the case of the GB elastic amplitudes, the fo
factor in Eq.~15! only satisfies unitarity perturbatively, i.e.

Im FV
(2)~s!5FV

(0)~s!t11
(2)* ~s!5t11

(2)~s!. ~17!

A way to unitarize the form factor is to realize that th
unitarity condition~16! tells us that the vector form factorFV
should have the same phase and the same poles that tht11
partial wave. Therefore,

FV~s!

t11~s!
5

ReFV~s!

Ret11~s!
. ~18!

Now, we can get an approximation of the modulus ofFV
using the EChL expressions for ReFV /Ret11. Using the
unitarized expression fort11 from Eq. ~14!, we ensure that
the poles and phase ofFV are correct. In summary, we arriv
at

FV.
11ReFV

(2)

11Ret11
(4)/t11

(2)

1

12t11
(4)/t11

(2)
. ~19!

At leading order in the chiral expansion, the first fraction
Eq. ~19! is one, and the next order correction depends on
parametera3 through ReFV

(2) and ona4 ,a5 through the elas-
tic amplitudet. In addition, we are going to show next th
this fraction can be very well approximated to one if t
same vector resonance dominates bothFV and t11. On the
one hand, the vector form factor can be unitarized using o
its EChL expansion in Eq.~15!, as follows:

FV~s!.
1

12FV
(2)~s!

. ~20!

~This formula has been tested successfully in pion phys
see@29# and @33#.! With this equation it is possible to gen
erate a pole associated to a vector resonance while kee
the correct low energy behavior, much as it happened
elastic scattering and Eq.~14!.

On the other hand, if such a vector resonance domin
the final rescattering of the form factor, it should also
present in the (I ,J)5(1,1) scattering amplitude. That is
both the above equation and Eq.~14! should have a reso
nance at the same mass with the same width. Thus, toge
with Eqs.~11! and ~17!, which relate the imaginary parts o
t11
(4) andFV

(2) , we get the following relation for the real part
around the pole position,MV :

ReFV
(2)~MV!5Ret11

(4)~MV!/t11
(2)~MV!, ~21!

which means that the first fraction in Eq.~19! can be set
equal to one as a very good approximation, not only at l
energies but also at all energies, when the resonance d
nates the amplitude.

The use of unitarization methods to derive this res
could suggest some arbitrariness. However, the above
1-5
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tion can also be recast in terms of chiral parameters, u
the formulas fort11

(4) andFV
(2) given in the Appendix. In the

MS scheme it reads

a3~MV!.a4~MV!22a5~MV!2
1

12

1

16p2
, ~22!

which, apart from the small last factor, is satisfied inSU(N)
models at leading order in the largeN expansion. Note tha
from the strictest point of view of the effective Lagrangia
these three parameters are independent, although once
assumes a particular underlying theory or vector dominan
one could get a relation among them. Indeed, for gen
models of vector dominance, it is possible to estimate
values of the chiral parameters@9,16,17# for different reso-
nances in terms of their masses and widths. Indeed we h
checked that, for typical vector resonance masses in the
to 3000 GeV range, the first fraction in Eq.~19! ranges be-
tween 1.2 and 1.3 forAs.500 GeV, although both the nu
merator and the denominator are much larger than o
These are only estimates, although they suggest that with
approximation we would be underestimating the amplitu
and therefore our conclusions about the signal would lie
the conservative side.

Thus, at least for scenarios with a vector dominance,
unitarized vector form factor is well approximated by

FV~s!.
1

12t11
(4)~s!/t11

(2)~s!
, ~23!

which is completely determined by the unitarizedt11(s) am-
plitude and depends only ona4 and a5. This approach has
also been applied to the pion form factor and it reprodu
the r correctly @34#.

In models where there is not a vector resonance satura
the I 51, J51 channel, we do not expect a significant e
hancement of the vector form factor.

C. Resonances

The IAM was first applied to the SBS of the EW theory
@10#, to study the signals at the LHC of several spec
choices of a4 and a5 that correspond to models wit
rescaled-QCD or Higgs-like resonances. The complete th
retical study of the resonances that are generated in
(a4 ,a5)-plane was performed in@35#. Since we will use this
information in the next section, we review here the ba
results.

Scanning the (a4 ,a5) parameter space in the range b
tween 1022 and 1023, we can reproduce the scattering am
plitudes forVLVL production in the MSISBS. Furthermore
the position of the poles in these amplitudes will give us
masses and widths of the resonances~see the Appendix for
the explicit expressions!. We show in Fig. 1 a map of the
vector resonances (J5I 51 channel! in the (a4 ,a5) param-
eter space. Within our approximations, this partial wave o
depends on the combinationa422a5, so that the straigh
lines with constanta422a5 have vector resonances wit
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roughly the same mass and width. We give several exam
in the table within the figure. In addition we locate fiv
points that we will use later as illustrative examples. T
area in blank stands for the case when no resonance
saturation of unitarity is reached below 4pv.3 TeV,
which, on general grounds, we expect to be the applicab
region of our approach. Similarly, we show in Fig. 2 the m

FIG. 1. Vector resonances in the (a4 ,a5) parameter space. Th
chiral couplings are given in theMS-scheme at the scale of 1 TeV
The J5I 51 partial wave only depends ona422a5, so that the
straight lines have the same physics in this channel. In the table
give the resonance parameters for several lines. The points P1
will be used as reference models in Sec. IV.

FIG. 2. Scalar neutral resonances in the (a4 ,a5) parameter
space. The chiral couplings are given in theMS-scheme at the scal
of 1 TeV. TheJ5I 50 partial wave only depends on 7a4111a5,
so that the straight lines have the same physics in this channe
the table we give the resonance parameters for several lines.
points P1 to P5 will be used as reference models in Sec. IV.
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of neutral scalar resonances that appear in theJ5I 50 chan-
nel, which only depends on 7a4111a5.1 Incidentally, the
fact that the IAM amplitudes only depend on one combin
tion of chiral parameters implies that their mass and wi
are related by the well known KSFR relation@36#.

We do not give theI 52, J50 channel since we do no
expect here any resonance in a MSISBS. Intuitively this
be understood from the fact that, at low energies, thI
52, J50 channel is repulsive and therefore we do not
pect doubly charged heavy resonances. Furthermore, s
we cannot make the slope of a phase shift too negative du
causality~we cannot make an interaction so repulsive t
the scattered waves leave the interaction point before
arrive!, certain combinations of chiral parameters are
cluded theoretically@35#. Taking all this into account, in the
I 52, J50 channel we either find a non-resonant behav
or an smooth and wide saturation of unitarity.

We have gathered the information on all these channe
Fig. 3, which is a map of the general resonance spectrum
a MSISBS@35#. Note that depending on the parameters,
can find one scalar resonance~S!, one vector resonance~V!,
two resonances~S,V!, a resonance and a doubly charg
wide saturation effect (W2) or even no resonances below
TeV ~white area!. For illustrative purposes, we have include
the points that correspond to some simple and familiar s
narios: minimal one-doublet technicolor models with 3 an
technicolors~TC3 and TC5!, and the heavy Higgs boson SM

1J.R.P. thanks J.A. Oller for pointing out a mistake in the com
nation given in@35#. The figures obtained in that paper are nev
theless correct.

FIG. 3. The general resonance spectrum of a MSISBS in
(a4 ,a5) space. The chiral couplings are given in theMS-scheme at
the scale of 1 TeV. V stands for vector resonances, S for neu
scalar resonances andW2 for wide structures that saturate the do
bly charged (I 52) channel. For illustration, we have also locat
the most familiar models of the SM Higgs boson and technicolor
explained in the text.
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case, with a tree level Higgs boson mass of 1000 and 1
GeV ~H1000 and H1200!. The black region is excluded b
causality constraints on theI 52, J50 wave.

Note that the chiral couplingsa4 anda5 do have a scale
dependence@9,7,14#

a4~m!5a4~m8!2
1

16p2

1

12
log

m2

m82
,

a5~m!5a5~m8!2
1

16p2

1

24
log

m2

m82
. ~24!

In Figs. ~1,2,3! they are given at the scale of 1 TeV. O
course, the physical properties of resonances do not chan
we change the scale, but their location in the (a4 ,a5) plane
will be shifted according to the logarithmic running of th
effective couplings given in Eq.~24!.

Concerning how reliable these predictions are, we sho
remember that we are neglecting higher order effects on
weak couplings, gauge boson masses and other inel
channels that could open before 3 TeV. We can only mak
rough estimate of the accuracy of our predictions based
chiral perturbation theory and meson dynamics or using s
cific models. From meson-meson scattering, we know tha
is possible to reconstruct the lightest resonances from
chiral parameters measured at low energy to within 10
20% of their actual values. We also know that inelastic
fects due to states of more than two GB are highly s
pressed up to the chiral scale~around 3 TeV in our case!.
Concerning specific models, we know that we can mimi
heavy Higgs boson scenario or a technicolor scenario wi
the same range of accuracy. It is worth noting that we exp
the predictions to get worse if the resulting resonances
come too light. For instance, it is possible to see that
IAM results deviate by more than 20% from those of t
N/D unitarization of a heavy Higgs boson SM if the mass
less than, roughly, 700 GeV@37#. For higher masses th
agreement is much better. That is why we have darkened
area where ‘‘light resonances’’~lighter than 700 GeV! ap-
pear. The results in this area should be interpreted very c
tiously. Outside this area we estimate that the predictions
Fig. 3 are reliable within, roughly, a 20%.

IV. GAUGE BOSON PAIR PRODUCTION
AT THE CERN LHC

A. Signal and background processes

The cleanest way to detectVV pairs at hadron colliders is
through the isolated, high-pT leptons produced in their lep
tonic decay modes. For this reason, we will restrict o
analysis toZZ andWZ production, assuming that their gold
plated decay modesZZ→4l andWZ→ ln l l ~with l 5e,m),
can be identified and reconstructed with 100 % efficien
Realistic simulation studies@38# have shown that the inclu
sion of silver-platedW1W, ZZ andW6Z events, in which
one of the gauge bosons decays to jets, can improve
observability of very heavy scalar and vector resonances
spectively. However, the study of these channels would
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quire a detailed study of QCD backgrounds and jet rec
struction which is beyond the scope of this analys
Therefore our results, based on gold-plated events, are ra
conservative. In addition, since our theoretical scenario d
not predict any resonances in theI 52 channel, we have no
studied like-signW6W6 pair production. Nevertheless, th
final state could be particularly interesting to test no
resonant models@39,40#, due to its small backgrounds.

At LHC, the main production mechanisms ofZZ and
W6Z pairs are quark-antiquark annihilation andVV fusion
processes. As we explain below, the contribution from n
fusion diagrams with bremsstrahlung of theV bosons is ex-
pected to be small after kinematical cuts, and have not b
included in our calculation. To evaluateVV fusion processes
we use the effective-W approximation~EWA! @41# and take
the gauge bosons as real with leading-order~LO! energy dis-
tribution functions. It has been shown by@42# that the LO
distributions overestimate the flux of transverse boso
Since our signal comes from processes involving longitu
nally polarized bosons, the uncertainty in the fluxes of tra
verseV bosons will only affect the backgrounds from S
VV-fusion processes, which are probably overestimated.
the parton distribution functions, we have used the CTE
set @43# in all the calculations, evaluated atQ25MW

2 in VV

fusion processes and atQ25s in qq̄ annihilation andgg
fusion processes, withAs being the total center of mass e
ergy of the parton-parton system.

Since we have not included explicitly the decays of t
final W and Z bosons to leptons in our programs, we ha
used the gauge boson variables to set event selection cu
first event selection criteria to enhance the strongVLVL pro-
duction signal over the background is to require high inva
ant massVV pairs with small rapidities. We have applied th
following set of minimal cuts:

500 GeV<MV1V2
<10 TeV

uylab~V1!u,uylab~V2!u<2.5 ~25!

pT~V1!,pT~V2!>200 GeV.

Indeed, these cuts are also required by the approximat
that we have made in our analysis. Given thatVLVL
→VLVL scattering amplitudes are calculated using the E
our predictions can only be applied toVV boson pairs with
high invariant mass. In addition, bremsstrahlungV bosons in
non-fusion diagrams are predominantly produced at sm
angles, and it is a good approximation to neglect their c
tribution if one restricts the analysis toV bosons with high
pT in the central rapidity region. Finally, thepT cut selectsV
bosons from the signal because they are produced with
pT from the two body decay of a heavy resonance. Howe
we should keep in mind that ourpT distributions have sev
eral sources of uncertainty. InVV fusion processes, we hav
used the EWA assuming collinearV radiation, thus we have
neglected thepT of the incidentV bosons. Inqq̄ annihilation
processes, we have not included the NLO QCD correcti
@44#, which are known to increase significantly the distrib
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tions at highpT values. In the next section, this minimal s
of cuts will be complemented with a more restrictive cut
the invariant mass around the resonances, in order to
prove the statistical significance of the signal.

The strong-interaction signal inZZ production is ex-
pected in the fusion channels:

WL
1WL

2→ZLZL , ZLZL→ZLZL .

The amplitudes for these processes have been calculated
lowing the approach explained in Sec. III. We have includ
and estimated the following backgrounds:

qq̄→ZZ, 61%

W1W2→ZZ, 18%

gg→ZZ, 21%

where the percentage is their relative contribution to the to
background with the minimal set of cuts. TheZZ→ZZ back-
ground has not been included since its contribution is kno
to be negligible compared withW1W2→ZZ. The con-
tinuum fromqq̄ annihilation has tree level SM formulas. A
we have said before, the next to leading order QCD corr
tions to this process can significantly enhance the tree le
cross sections. Therefore, our estimates of theqq̄ annihila-
tion background forZZ production are probably too optimis
tic. The second background is calculated in the SM at t
level, with at least one transverse weak boson, excluding
Higgs contribution. Finally, the one-loop amplitudes forgg
→ZZ have been taken from Ref.@45#.

For W6Z final states, two processes contribute to the s
nal:

WL
6ZL→WL

6ZL , qq̄8→WL
6ZL

and the backgrounds included in our analysis are

W6Z→W6Z, 18%.

gW6→W6Z, 15%.

qq̄8→W6Z, 67%.

All these backgrounds have SM tree level calculations. T
amplitudes forW6Z→W6Z have at least one transvers
weak boson and exclude the Higgs contribution. In theqq̄8
→W6Z background, we do not include the amplitude wi
two longitudinal weak bosons, which is considered as par
the signal. The QCD corrections toqq̄8 annihilation pro-
cesses would give an enhancement in both the signal and
background, so we expect that they will not modify cons
erably our estimates of the statistical significance of vec
resonance searches. We have not studied the contributio
the background fromt t̄ production, but it has been show
that it can be efficiently suppressed, after imposing kinem
constraints and isolation cuts to highpT leptons@38,46#.
1-8
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FIG. 4. Distribution of gold-platedWZ and ZZ events for 50
GeV MVV invariant mass bins, with the minimal set of cuts in E
~25!. The shaded histogram corresponds to the total background
top of it we have plotted the signal as a white histogram. We p
~from top to bottom! the predictions for the points P1 to P5~see
Figs. 1 and 2!, that represent models with one narrow vector re
nance, a vector and a scalar resonance, an intermediate vector
nance, a very wide vector resonance and, finally, a ‘‘narrow’’ sca
resonance.
05501
B. Numerical results

In order to see the LHC sensitivity to the resonance sp
trum described in Sec. III, we have first chosen five rep
sentative points in the (a4 ,a5) parameter space~see Figs.
1,2!. Points 1, 3, and 4 represent models containing aJ5I
51 resonance with masses in the range 900–2000 G
Point 5 represents a model with a scalar resonance with m
730 GeV and a width of 140 GeV. Finally, point 2 corr
sponds to a situation with both a scalar and a vector re
nance.

The MVV distributions for these five models are shown
Fig. 4, where we have plotted the signal on top of the ba
ground for gold-platedZZ andWZ events, assuming an in
tegrated luminosity of 100 fb21. The vector resonances i
points 1 to 4 can be seen as peaks in the invariant m
distribution for final WZ states. The scalar resonances
points 2 and 5 give small enhancements in the number ofZZ
pairs. We can see that, asa4 anda5 approach the origin, the
resonances become heavier and broader, and therefor
signals in theMVV distributions are more difficult to detec
From these plots, it is also evident that it will be much hard
to detect scalar than vector resonances. The reasons
First, that scalars are not significantly produced inqq̄ anni-
hilation. Second, the smaller rate ofZZ production from
VV-fusion. Third, the fact that the branching ratio to lepto
is smaller forZZ ~BR50.0044! than forWZ final states~BR
50.015!, and, finally, that the scalar resonances are appr
mately six times wider than vector resonances for the sa
mass.

The relative contribution of the different signal and bac
ground processes forWZ andZZ production at these repre
sentative points is given in Tables I and II. In order to e
hance the signal to background ratio, we have optimized
cut in MVV , keeping events in the region of approximate
one resonance width around the resonance mass. TheMVV
cuts taken in each case are given in the second colum
these tables.

n
t

-
so-
r

fb
TABLE I. Expected number of signal and background gold-platedW6Z events at the CERN LHC with
L 5 100 fb21, for four different values of (a4 ,a5) that give vector resonances in the 90022000 GeV mass
range. We have applied the cuts in Eq.~25!, with the optimized cut in theVV-invariant mass indicated in
each case. The statistical significance of the signal is given also for an integrated luminosity of 40021.

P: MV , GV ~GeV! Cuts: Signal Signal Signal Backg. Backg. Backg.S/AB S/AB
(a4 ,a5)3103 (MVV

min ,MVV
max) Fusion qq̄ Total Fusion qq̄ Total ~400 fb21)

P1: 894, 39
~700,1000! 123 1630 1743 74 150 224 116 232

~-6.25,6.25!
P2: 1150, 85

~900, 1300! 65 369 434 50 84 134 37 75
~-1.25,8.75!

P3: 1535 , 200
~1250, 1700! 24 56 80 21 27 48 11 23

~-1.25,3.75!
P4: 1963 , 416

~1500, 2350! 10 12 22 14 16 30 4 8
~-1.25,1.25!
1-9
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TABLE II. Expected number of signal and background gold-platedZZ events at the CERN LHC with
L5100 fb21, for two representative values of (a4 ,a5) with scalar resonances. We have applied the cut
Eq. ~25! with the optimized cut in theVV-invariant mass indicated in each case. The statistical significa
of the signal is also given for the cases of ideal forward jet-tagging and for an integrated luminosity o
fb21.

P: MS , GS ~GeV! Cuts: Signal Backg. Backg. Backg. Backg.S/AB S/AB S/AB
(a4 ,a5)3103 (MVV

min ,MVV
max) Fusion Fusion gg qq̄ Total ~jet-tagging! ~400 fb21)

P2: 850, 225
~600, 1050! 15 10 11 34 55 2 5 4

~-1.25,8.75!
P5: 750 , 140

~550, 900! 21 10 14 39 63 3 6 5
~3.25,3.75!
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From the results forWZ production, it is clear that the
LHC will have an extremely good sensitivity to light vecto
resonances, due to their production throughqq̄8-annihilation
which dominates by far theVV-fusion process. As the mas
of the vector resonance increases, theqq̄ contribution is
damped faster than theVV fusion, and both signals becom
comparable for vector masses around 2 TeV. It is also
portant to note that, inZZ production, the strong interactio
signal appears only inVV fusion diagrams, and therefore t
tag forward jets is always convenient in this final state
order to reject non-fusion processes. This is not the c
however, for vector resonance searches inWZ pairs because
then the most important contribution comes fromqq̄ annihi-
lation processes. In these tables, we have also estimate
statistical significance of the signal defined asS/AB, assum-
ing integrated luminosities of 100 and 400 fb21. In ZZ final
states, we also give the significance of the signal assum
perfect forward jet-tagging.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a unified description of longitudi
gauge boson pair production by fusion andqq̄ annihilation
just in terms of thea4 anda5 parameters of the electrowea
chiral lagrangian~EChL!. Our amplitudes respect unitarit
and generate dynamically resonances depending on the
ues of these parameters. Within this approach, we have s
ied the sensitivity of the LHC to the general resonance sp
trum of the minimal strongly interacting symmetry breaki
sector.

From a purely phenomenological EChL approach, a
without making any further assumption on the underlyi
symmetry breaking sector dynamics, the present bound
the electroweak parameters have room for scenarios w
heavy scalar or vector resonances can appear in longitud
gauge boson pair production processes.

We show in Fig. 5 the regions of the (a4 ,a5) parameter
space that could be tested at the LHC, giving 3 and 5 sig
contours and assuming integrated luminosities of 100
400 fb21.

We can see that there is a central region in the (a4 ,a5)
parameter space that does not give significant signal
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gold-platedZZ and WZ events. This region corresponds
models in which, either the resonances are too heavy to
a significant enhancement at LHC energies, or there are
resonances in the SBS and the scattering amplitudes are
tarized smoothly. It is a very important issue whether t
type of non-resonantVV scattering signals could be probe
at the LHC. Some authors@40# have argued that doubly
chargedWW production could be relevant to test this no
resonant region. But non-resonantVV production distribu-
tions would have slight enhancements in the high ene
region, and a very accurate knowledge of the backgrou
and the detector performance would be necessary in ord
establish the existence of non-resonant signals over the
tinuum background.

When the sensitivity contours are translated into re
nance mass reach limits, our results are in good agreem

FIG. 5. Sensitivity of the CERN LHC to the resonance spectr
of the strong SBS, withWZ and ZZ gold plated events. In the
(a4 ,a5) parameter space we represent the 3s and 5s reach with an
integrated luminosity of 100 fb21 ~solid lines limiting the shaded
areas! and 400 fb21 ~dashed lines!, both for scalar and vector reso
nances. The chiral couplings are given in theMS scheme at the
scale of 1 TeV.
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with realistic studies at LHC@38#. We find that, with 100
fb21, scalar resonances could be discovered (5s) in gold-
plated ZZ events up to a mass of 800 GeV with forwa
jet-tagging, and vector resonances could be discovered u
gold-platedWZ events up to a mass of 1800 GeV.
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APPENDIX

The EChL predictions@9,28# for theVLVL elastic scatter-
ing t IJ partial waves, in terms of theMS renormalizedai(m)
couplings, are

t00
(2)5

s

16pv2
,

t00
(4)5

s2

64pv4 F16„11a5~m!17a4~m!…

3

1
1

16p2 S 101250 log~s/m2!

9
14ip D G ,

t11
(2)5

s

96pv2
,

t11
(4)5

s2

96pv4 F4„a4~m!22a5~m!…1
1

16p2 S 1

9
1

ip

6 D G ,

t20
(2)5

2s

32pv2
,

t20
(4)5

s2

64pv4 F32„a5~m!12a4~m!…

3

1
1

16p2 S 273

54
2

20 log~s/m2!

9
1 ip D G . ~A1!
:/

.

D

05501
ing

-

rt

Note that the projection in angular momentum has been
fined as

t IJ5
1

64pE21

1

d~cosu!PJ~cosu!TI~s,t !, ~A2!

whereTI is the amplitude in the weak isospin basis.
From these amplitudes, and using Eq.~14!, we can obtain

the value of the masses and widths of the resonances w
they appear. We only have to determine the position of
pole in each channel, and then to identify its real and ima
nary parts with the mass and half of the width of the re
nance. Thus, for the vector channel, we find

MV
25

v2

4~a422a5!1
1

9~4p!2

, GV5
MV

3

96pv2
.

Of course,MV is an observable and cannot depend on
scale. Indeed, thea422a5 combination is scale independe
@see Eq.~24!#. For the scalar channel we get a trascenden
equation

MS
25

12v2

16„11a5~MS!17a4~MS!…1 101/3~4p!2 ,

GS5
MS

3

16pv2
.

Note that the scalem is taken atMS . From the above equa
tions it is easy to see that, for equal masses, scalar r
nances would be six times wider than vector resonances

Finally, we give the expression of theW→wz vector
form factor up to next to leading order in the EChL:

FV511FV
(2)~s! . . .

FV
(2)~s!5

s

~4pv !2 F64p2a3~m!2
1

6
log

s

m2
1

4

9
1 i

p

6 G
where thea3(m) is also given in theMS renormalization
scheme. The above equation agrees with the result in@47#,
where a different renormalization scheme was used.
.
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